Stanwyck Read the News Today,
Oh Boy!
TALLAHASSEE, FL: BREAKING NEWS
A rarely seen wave of mass happiness, hope, and relaxation
spread across Florida’s Capital City this weekend as citizens
embraced the return of competence, character, and decency to
the White House.
Long thought to be on the verge of extinction, some
scientists believe this leading wave indicates the end of a
long drought both here and around the nation.
Recently transplanted Florida Man and two-time loser of the
popular vote for the Presidency has gone into seclusion.
Aides suggest he just needs time to tend to his bruised feefees and urge all Americans to “just let him stay for a while
longer until he feels ready.”
While Biden supporters reacted with joy, elation, and tears
of relief, partisans of the two time loser reacted with their
sole reliable emotional mechanism: inchoate rage and anger
against Those PeopleTM. As has been demonstrated for the past
four years, these outbursts run the gamut from demented to
slapstick…

Yes indeed, we’re feeling pretty good here in America’s most
penis-like state, despite the fact that more than half of our
citizenry voted for four more years of incompetence, graft,
and cruelty. Not to mention 70 million or so people across the
country.

As always when Democrats win (or lose) the punditocracy comes
along to remind us how important it is for us to treat our
vanquished foes with empathy and a spirit of compromise so
that we might “come together” in a great squish of kumbaya.

Bollocks, I say. All of them.

I get it, the disappointment when your team comes up short.
But Jesus Christ on late night television, people. The idea
that we not only have to forgive the unhinged abuse of the
past four years – when the Trump dead enders can’t even
concede the fact that they’ve lost – well, no, sorry.
Forgiveness is earned through contrition.

And I’ll say straight up: Anyone who voted for Trump –
especially this time around, after everything that was
predicted about a Trump presidency was proved both true and
unexaggerated – has a lot to atone for. Especially when the
prevailing justification for a second term was to stick it to
the libs.

As for anyone who worked to keep this nightmare alive – from
the lowliest GOP hack (did someone say Evan Power) to the
elected GOP toadies and the careerist stooges who enable them
– please to kindly fuck off and go to work cleaning bedpans in
COVID wards for the next four to forty years. There is no room

for you in decent society.

Kumbaya my ass.

Over the past four years, the dark politics of resentment have
been unleashed upon our land. Nakedly cruel and often violent
expressions of racism and nationalism have been given
permission to run free. I fear that those elements, back out
of the box after such a long-deserved period of hiding
shamefully under the rocks, will not go away without at least
a few horrific tantrums. Am I really to clasp hands with
someone who spent four years counseling me to fuck my feelings
when he has a long gun on his shoulder, “just in case”.

Let’s say no.

On the lighter side, some of the reaction has been well
ripened comedy. One commenter encapsulated the zeitgeist when
he declared his willingness to die for Trump, his
unwillingness to live under a “communist” like Biden, and
absolute plans to leave the United States behind before it
becomes a communist nation. His declared destination?

Guam.

Who’s gonna tell him? Maybe he could try New Mexico next.

In the meantime, WH sources tell reporters that Trump plans a
series of his famous rallies to gin up the rubes once more to
empty their pockets and expose themselves to COVID. One can

only hope that any venue contacted will demand payment up
front, and that local authorities will demand a security bond.
Trump is notorious for stiffing his creditors, especially when
his enterprise is struggling and he is drowning in debt. Like
now.

Maybe there is a Ritz Carlton Seed and Feed barn or a LaQuinta
Import Food warehouse he can afford.

As for the awesomely timed Four Seasons* press conference
televised synchronously with the declaration of Biden’s
victory, well, I just gotta say it almost made the four days
of waiting worth the agita to see the coup de grace delivered
– upon a campaign that began on a faux-gold escalator – in a
landscaper’s parking lot between a dildo shop and a
crematorium. For all the ludicrous turns this drama has taken,
the writers should take a well-earned bow on that one.

[LATE BREAKING: The first speaker at the Four Seasons
Landscaping and Donut Emporium rally turns out to be a
convicted child sex offender. I have to say this particular
plot twist is a bit heavy handed, but maybe he’s the only guy
Rudy could find to help him “tuck his shirt in”. No word from
Qanon on whether there is a secret passage behind the
fertilizer display.]

In the meantime, suggestions are rampant that Biden prove his
willingness to unify the country by appointing people like
John Kasich to his administration, a man whose distance from
actual Trump policy could fit on a pin head like Marco Rubio.
It’s a good time to remind ourselves that the great majority
of Never Trumpers barely differ with the Orange Grifter on any
substantive policy questions: from taxes to deregulation to

the packing of the judiciary with Federalist Society clones to
tickling the balls of the NRA fundies, the GOP – even if
purged of the less polite elements – will remain an autocracy
wannabe, theocratically based kakistocracy. Pretending
otherwise just because Rick Wilson’s eyes twinkle when he
savages Trump is pure foolishness.

And god save us from Blue Dog types who are floating names
like Rahm Emanuel and the like.

The early and typical sniping within the Democratic Party is
entirely predictable aside from the refreshingly sharp
articulation from progressives like AOC who know how to push
back and refute the oatmeal-consistency whining from DNCapproved centrists. This internecine bickering is a fine way
to undo the mobilization that brought out the unprecedented
numbers of BIPOC voters who turned this election.

James Baldwin famously said, “As long as you think you’re
white, there’s no hope for you.”

The chips are down, America. As long as you cling to the
notion that this is a white nation, there is no hope. I
suspect Biden understands this. If not, I’m confident Kamala
will be at the ready to correct him.

